
Alternative Injured Hip Hop Assignment                     Name:____________ Pd: ___ 
PART 1: Review questions 

Directions: Complete questions 1-4 on a separate sheet of paper OR on the supplied sheet of paper. Make sure responses 

are clear and complete thoughts. 

1. So far, what units (of dance) did we cover in class? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Which of the following is not practiced in Hip Hop Dance?( Circle answer)  

a. Tutting 

b. Allegro 

c. Isolations 

d. Popping 

 

3. What are the 3 major break dance/hip hop concepts and where did each one originate from.  

 

a. _________________________    b.  _________________________    c. ______________________________ 

    _________________________          _________________________        ______________________________ 

PART 2:  Hip Hop Dance Analysis 

Directions: After participating and observing in both Hip Hop dances, apply your critical thinking skills by analyzing both 

hip hop tutorial video clips. Each clip will ask slightly different questions, so read the questions carefully. Both 

videos/tutorials can be found on youtube. 

Choreo #1- Shape of you ( search SHAPE OF YOU - TUTORIAL | Miles Keeney Choreography) 
 

4. Matching lyrics to movements, list all hip hop movements (Steps we learned may include: Fresno, Top-rock, 1-2 
step, wobble, Indian Step, Battle rock, Waving, Tutting, slow motion matrix, freeze pose/stall, boogaloo, Spins, 
etc.) that are used in this video/choreography. When listing hip hop steps, be sure to match the step with the 
song lyric when dance is being performed. (Only analyzing video from 0:00 to 11:27).  

Example: fresno towards stage left on “shape of you:” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6_5jpKd3GU
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5. After reviewing the video, comment on the instruction/delivery of information from the choreographer 

(teacher). What did you like? What did you dislike? What would you like more/less instruction of? Were the 

descriptions of movement vivid and clear or confused your thought process?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Now, viewing the second half of the clip (11:30 to 25:30) list hip hop movements (Steps we learned may include: 

Fresno, Top-rock, 1-2 step, wobble, Indian Step, Battle rock, Waving, Tutting, slow motion matrix, freeze 

pose/stall, boogaloo, Spins, etc.) that are used in this video/choreography. When listing hip hop steps, be sure to 

match the step with the song lyric when dance is being performed. Select 6 out of the 8 choices below to 

complete and write about.  

Example: isolation: fresno (isolation of chest) towards stage left on “shape of you:” 

 

Traveling step: 

 

Non-traveling step: 

 

Turn/Spin: 

 

Bend: 

 

Glide:  

 

Rise:  

 

Stretch:  

 

Isolation: 
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Choreo #2- Trap Queen ( searchTRAP QUEEN - Fetty Wap Dance TUTORIAL | @MattSteffanina Choreography-Beginner 

Hip Hop) 

7. Using steps we learned may include: Fresno, Top-rock, 1-2 step, wobble, Indian Step, Battle rock, 

Waving, Tutting, slow motion matrix, freeze pose/stall, boogaloo, Spins, and so on, create 2 - 8 counts 

of choreography that can be performed AFTER the set choreography. In other words, if you were to 

add on 2- 8 counts of choreography to the end of the dance, what would it be? Remember, every 

movement is given a count value depending on how fast/slow it is executed.  

Counts 1-8:  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Counts 1-8:  

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Research/Find a hip hop tutorial dance video that wasn’t used in class and/or that interests you. Write down the 

title of the video (in youtube) and a brief reflection of what the style reflects. Also, include an explanation of 

why you chose to watch this video.  

Title of video/dance tutorial:_____________________________________________________________________ 

Song used in video:_______________________________ 

Explanation of video choice and style of hip hop: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Research/Find a tutting video that wasn’t used in class and/or that interests you. Write down the title of the 

video (in youtube) and include an explanation of why you chose to watch this video.  

Title of video tutorial: _____________________________________________________________________ 

Song used in video (if any were used):_______________________________ 

Explanation of video choice and style of hip hop: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


